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PRESS RELEASE
Internationally Recognized Supply Chain Expert Joins CSS to
Lead Central Region
Charleston, South Carolina (June 21, 2011) – Kenny Ecton, a veteran of dozens of Oracle Manufacturing &
Distribution projects—and a global thought leader for Oracle Value Chain Planning (VCP)—has joined CSS to
head up delivery activities in the company’s Central Region.
Ecton is highly sought-after in the industry and chose to join CSS because of the company’s culture, delivery
methodology and reputation within the Oracle partner and customer communities. “If you consider CSS’ success
within the Oracle market and its dedication to a multi-industry supply chain community over the years, it was a
natural fit for me. I’m looking forward to growing with the team and taking our collective knowledge to the field
for real bottom-line impact with companies who embrace Oracle technology as we do,” said Ecton.
A former partner and VCP Practice Leader at IBM Global Business Services, Ecton has helped some of America’s
top brands gain bottom-line value through improved supply chain performance, including Logitech, Navistar,
Sara Lee, J&J, Merck, Chiquita Brands International, Gildan Activewear, and Hill-Rom. His extensive
Manufacturing & Distribution background coupled with his VCP and Edge expertise makes him a natural fit for
CSS.
Ecton’s background will add significant muscle to an already strong delivery team. “CSS has the best talent in the
industry, bar none. We work hard to make the company the most desired place to work and when you get talent
like Kenny, you know you’re right on the mark with that objective. He brings experience and an unrivaled
reputation for his knowledge. CSS is delighted he’s joined forces with us and is leading the team to great
success,” says Kirk King, CEO, CSS International.
About CSS:
CSS is a leader in deploying Oracle enterprise solutions for mid- and large-sized companies. CSS offers a
single source for all application, technology and process implementation and business process improvement
needs. The CSS project approach is based on decades of industry experience, a unique Change
Management program, sustainability and a deep-rooted sense of professional integrity. CSS exclusively
supports the Oracle product line and is a multiyear Oracle North America Titan Award winner for
excellence in sales, marketing and solution development and deployment. With an unmatched record of
success, CSS has helped hundreds of companies implement complex technology solutions. CSS is
headquartered in Charleston, SC, with operations throughout the United States. For more information on
CSS, visit www.CSSus.com.
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